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About ScanToFill: Document Scanner - Scan PDF file fast


ScanToFill is a free document scanner for your Android device. Use your device’s camera to turn paper documents into fillable PDFs.

Discover the simplest way to fill out job applications or submit tax forms as quickly as possible. With ScanToFill, there’s no need to search for a scanner app for converting a paper document into a PDF file using your mobile device. Any document on your desk can be photographed and saved to your Android-based smartphone or tablet within seconds.

We provide users with a convenient doc scan solution for organizing, submitting and sharing their paper documents electronically. Keep in mind that storing documents in digital format has numerous advantages:
✓ Digital documents are easily located using searches.
✓ The risk of data loss is minimal (a file cannot be lost or destroyed).
✓ One file can be used multiple times as a template.
✓ No heaps of paperwork cluttering your table.

ScanToFill is a versatile and accurate camera scanner app. It has certain advantages compared with other document scan applications and online services. Not only does it allows you to transform any piece of paper into an electronic document in PDF format, but you can use ScanToFill to arrange and customize any scanned PDF and change its content according to your preferences.

Get the app now and gain instant access to an array of useful features:
✓ Scan any paper documents regardless of their size and aspect ratio.
✓ Scan multiple pages.
✓ Import documents from your device’s picture gallery.
✓ Sign a scanned document using eSign technology.
✓ Continue editing your PDF online using the PDFfiller document editor.
✓ Email scanned documents to anyone with a single tap.

Scan a picture to PDF using ScanToFill in seconds:
✓ Point your camera towards a document and capture a photo. Repeat the procedure if you’re not satisfied with the quality.
✓ If needed, rotate the scanned image and change its orientation.
✓ Crop the scanned file and change its dimensions according to the standards for international paper sizes (i.e. A3, A4, Letter, Tabloid, etc.).
✓ Scan another document to add more pages to your newly created PDF document.
✓ Use filters to improve the quality of scanned documents, i.e. desaturate or increase contrast.
✓ Choose what else you’d like to do with the PDF file you’ve just created.
✓ To edit the resulting document, open it in the web-based editor. Add and remove text, insert fillable fields, checkmarks, and so on.
✓ Tap the respective button on the screen to email or print out a scanned document.

Today, more and more individuals and institutions prefer to work with documents in digital format. Electronic documents and signatures carry the same legal weight as their paper counterparts. ScanToFill is a robust and precise PDF document scanner that allows you to stay up-to-date with all the latest requirements.

Download the app to your Android device. Get a fast and secure solution to slow paper-based processes. Use ScanToFill to handle paperwork with ease while saving time so you can work more effectively.
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Mobile Scanner is a free-to-download and all-in-one scanner app. Scan any documents,...
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Scan Shot turns your smartphone into a powerful portable document scanner. Scan,...
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Want to keep both your money & your scanner in your pocket?...
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Smart Doc Scanner turns your phone into an intelligent scanner which will...
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Fill is the effortless solution for filling, signing and annotating PDF files...
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Zoho Doc Scanner is the most powerful document scanning app on the...








 

















Frequently Asked Questions(FAQ)


What is ScanToFill?


ScanToFill is a free document scanner for your Android device that allows you to turn paper documents into fillable PDFs using your device's camera.






What are the advantages of storing documents digitally?


Storing documents digitally allows for easy searching, minimizes the risk of data loss, allows for reuse of files as templates, and eliminates paper clutter.






How is ScanToFill different from other document scan applications?


ScanToFill not only allows you to convert paper documents into PDFs, but also provides options to arrange, customize, and change the content of scanned PDFs according to your preferences.






What features does ScanToFill offer?


ScanToFill offers the ability to scan documents of any size, scan multiple pages, import documents from your device's picture gallery, sign scanned documents using eSign technology, continue editing PDFs online using the PDFfiller document editor, and email scanned documents with a single tap.






How do I scan a picture to PDF using ScanToFill?


To scan a picture to PDF using ScanToFill, you simply point your camera towards the document, capture a photo, rotate or crop the scanned image if needed, and add more pages if necessary. You can also use filters to enhance the quality of the scanned documents.






What can I do with the PDF file I've created using ScanToFill?


After creating a PDF using ScanToFill, you can edit it using the web-based editor, which allows you to add and remove text, insert fillable fields, and add checkmarks. You can also email or print out the scanned document.






Why should I use ScanToFill for digital documents?


ScanToFill is a robust and precise PDF document scanner that ensures you stay up-to-date with the latest requirements for working with digital documents. It provides a fast and secure solution to paper-based processes and helps you handle paperwork with ease, saving you time and allowing you to work more effectively.
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Its good so far.
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Helpful app..thank you
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Nice 👍
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Just another great addition to the already fantastic PDF filler. Good work thanks so much
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This is awesome! So convenient, no more running to Staples ! Love it Pami
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